Welcome to the New 5th Dimensional Crystalline Solar Realms of Light, where we are Birthing the Nu-Earth.

Are You ready for true liberation, sovereignty?

Join us in beautiful Sedona AZ, @ 3 days and 2 magical nights of celebration of the Nu-Earth full of 5th Dimensional and higher Light Keys and Codes, Angelic Guidance, and Divine Embodiment.

I along with my light team will be unlocking your DNA strands to reconnect you to Multidimensional and Cosmic wisdom, connecting you to your Soul Star Family.

We are transitioning from the polarized awareness of the third dimension and waking up to higher vibrations and abilities of the 5th Dimensional and higher dimensional planes that are bathing our beautiful amazing planet. We are building, seeding and encoding the new consciousness matrix for the new humanity. These are NU Light Codes that have been coming in since 2019. Many have experienced that 5th Dimensional platform, and for some, the shift is sudden and permanent but for many it is gradual.

We have an opportunity to create a Nu-World, by Co-creating a life guided by the heart and soul, on purpose filled with JOY, LOVE, coming into the Power of You and Oneness of All.

Allow us to guide you, to assist you in developing a Higher Self Connection, increase your awareness, and sensitivity to the 5th Dimensional signatures and consciously choose to create your life from that Cosmic Remembrance.
Many of us came to assist in healing, the renewing of not only our selves but to also aid both the planet and all beings in raising their frequencies to return to Wholeness and ONENESS.

To be and live in a 5th dimensional world, a place that all around you is plenty, kindness, respect, and ongoing affirmation of the importance of all Life.

Discover how to own your power and confidence so you can live your purpose with Joy, LOVE, Prosperity and the reunification of your soul family. It is time to release some very significant generational distortions and programs. So you can once and for all Awaken, Activate and Remember, you are the galactic, angelic Human and Indigo races sent into this Time Matrix as stewards, guardians, leaders and healer forces.

All these Activations directly connect you to the power and infinite possibilities;

- Are you ready to step into a new level of Divine embodiment?
- To call forth your conscious expansion?
- To tap into powerful self-mastery?
- Access to the higher dimensions realm?
- ARE YOU READY TO CLEAR OLD PATTERNS AND PROGRAMS HOLDING YOU BACK FROM ACHIEVING YOUR HIGHEST POTENTIAL?

You can begin again, born anew into a new life and a new set of codes.

You will be lovingly and powerfully guided to step through the Nu-Earth plane and beyond in sync with the highest expression of your soul light!

As we consciously live in the 5th Dimensional vibration, your well-being and Joy feeds into everyone else’s, as you transmit the higher frequencies of empowered fulfillment.

We can further assist and facilitate the acceleration of your souls awakening and avatar illumined Christed Self that will ultimately bring clarity, focus and direction to your life so you can once again be full Co-Creators, of a life of SOVEREIGNTY, passion and purpose on the Nu-Earth.

Many of you are close to the borderline of breaking through the realm of duality. And therefore, as the Cosmic Law says, you are ready to not only acknowledge your inner coding but also carry the LIGHT within your hearts, so that Solar Diamond Crystalline Photonic frequencies can be awakened on Mother Earth once again through YOU.

This is the fuel that propels Mother Earth and all thereon higher, this is A BRIDGE TO SOVEREIGNTY. YOU ARE THAT BRIDGE!!!

This is Your NU BEGINNING!!
Here are the important vibration ingredients and gifts you will be bathed with during this amazing soul gathering.

(Audrey), I will be sharing and bathing you in the following energetic New Ascension Light Codes:

- Diamond Heart Activations
- Diamond Light Codes
- Christ Consciousness Codes
- FREEDOM CODES
- Joy Codes
- Manifestation Codes
- Abundance Codes
- Enlightenment Master Helix Codes

All these mastery sequence codes will activate the Christed blueprints that are encoded in your DNA, in your cells and in your heart. They allow you to experience increased wellness, healing, prosperity, peace and passion on a level you have never experienced before. These are blueprints that were once activated and awakened by the masters that walked this earth. This is a most amazing dispensation from the On High and the Celestial Realm.

About Audrey- Audrey is the founder of Soul Rebel Healing, LLC and White Angel Academy. As a multi-dimensional Angelic Messenger, Galactic Shaman and Way-Shower, she uses *LightWave Technology which is a Pleiadian 7th Dimensional healing modality & other energetic tools such as the Language of Light, DNA Activations, Codes and Keys, Galactic Light Technology, Mentorships and Empowerment to raise, change and awaken you to your divine blueprint, thus allowing you to access higher consciousness to guide you in a loving way to your 5th Dimensional timeline of LOVE, happiness, joyful creation, Unity and complete sovereignty.

As an Ambassador of Light, she is also a conduit to our Galactic Star Brothers and Sisters and can assist re-instate your connection allowing you to access communication and or awaken dormant gifts and talents. As a Gatekeeper and Grid worker she if often called to do Sacred Site remote healing transmissions. These are incredible transmissions for accelerated ascension timeline shifts which are an excellent opportunity for adjusting trajectory, upgrading your light quotient, and transformation!

**AWAKENING YOU TO YOUR FULL DIVINE POTENTIAL!!!**

For more information please visit: [https://whiteangelacademy.com](https://whiteangelacademy.com) & [www.soulrebelhealing.com](http://www.soulrebelhealing.com)